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illustrated in FIG. 3. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the correct carry-
lookahead adder is formed by a logic circuit comprising 16 bit-
parallel adders and a carry-lookahead adder connected in series.

The adder shown in FIG. 3
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that should be migrated to a
language I don't know the answer
to A majority of the time, when I
see a question which is specific
to a language that I know nothing
about, I look around for answers
and close the question. However,
I also see some people ask such
questions and get a lot of
answers, which are generally
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quite poor. These answers often
consist of "just do this" or "this
is generally how this language
works", which isn't really helpful
(even when it is technically
correct). I have a few questions
about this: Should I always just
vote to migrate the question to a
language I know the answer to?
Is there any reason for those
questions to be closed instead of
just migrated? If I close the
question, is there a better way
for me to indicate to the user
that they should look at a
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language I know the answer to?
If you feel that the question
should be migrated, and you
want to make sure that it is clear
that you are not intending to
provide a duplicate of the
answer, then you may wish to
specify this when voting to close,
i.e. Questions seeking debugging
help ("why isn't this code
working?") must include the
desired behavior, a specific
problem or error and the shortest
code necessary to reproduce it in
the question itself. Questions
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without a clear problem
statement are not useful to other
readers. See: How to create a
Minimal, Complete, and
Verifiable example. There are
also several meta questions about
questions that should be
migrated, but I'm not sure what
they 570a42141b
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